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Welcome to visit, is this your first visit? Prev Thread' Next Thread March 31, 2011, 04:27 PM #1 Spruce Chicken Pie Pot all his life and was recently introduced to a pot of KFC pie. Probably the best I've ever eaten... Beats Marie Calendars hands down. There is probably a whole chest in every pie... Apr 08, 2011, 01:39 PM #2 KFC POT PIE 2 peeled and
cooked 2/3 cup frozen peas 2 cans of chicken soup cream 2 carrots peeled and cooked 2 tablespoons frozen onion 2 cups cooked chicken dash salt and pepper and Msg In a bowl combine all cooked vegetables and chicken add cream chicken soup and seasonings. The mixture should be thick but not thick if the mixture is thick add a little milk to the
mixture. Scoop the mixture into separate pie pans. Use the cookie recipe in this book to make a crust. Roll out the dough thin and place on top, then brush with oil. Bake in the oven 375 F for 15 to 25 minutes or until it is heated tossed and the crust golden brown. Colonel Sanders loved rice and beans and decided to create a recipe that could be used
together to create a great tasting item. You can mix it or the beans on the bottom and rice on top and stir as it is. KFC Butter Biscuits 1/2 cup butter 1/4 cup club soda 1 beaten egg 3/4 cup butter milk 1 teaspoon salt 5 cups Bisquick Biscuit Mix Preheat oven to 450 degrees Fahrenheit. Mix all the ingredients, knead the dough by hand until the dough is held
together for kneading. Pat's hand flour dough is flat to 3/4-inch thickness of cookies with cookie cutter. Bake on an oiled baking sheet for 13 minutes, or until golden brown when they come out of the oven brush with melted butter. Makes 18 Cookies You who are on the road should have a code that you can live with. Works on vBadvanced CMPS v4.3.0
100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. The terms Privacy AdChoices RSSHelpAbout Answers Community Leadership Guide Knowledge Partners Points LevelsSend Feedback This post may contain affiliate links. Please look at my disclosure to find out more. Who doesn't like to practice sometimes? The famous KFC pot pie is the perfect balance
between unhealthy fast food and homemade food - it's still tasty and satisfying cravings, but it's not as bad for your body as some of the other options out there. If you find yourself with the remnants of this amazing dish, we've compiled a guide on how best to warm it up. So you get yourself a good portion of KFC pot pie and you can't eat it once. How to warm
up the KFC pie? You can just throw it in the microwave, but it can get raw and less tasty. We recommend using an oven that is set before To warm up the pie pot while maintaining its original clarity and flavor. Keep reading to find out exactly how to do it. Also, make sure you use an oven-safe container like these those from Amazon. If you have questions, we
have the answers. We also love this dish, and we had to warm it up many times. The fact is - it is quite possible to warm up the daytime KFC pie pot and achieve the same flavor as if you just bought it. However, this has to be done correctly. To keep the delicious factor of your favorite KFC dish, read on to learn how best to warm it up. How to warm up KFC
Pot Pie Why should all fast food be considered unhealthy? Pot pie KFC is an easy meal that you don't have to make yourself, it's incredibly tasty and it's also among the healthy options of the famous fast food joint offerings. Pot pies are, in general, a favorite dish. They come in many varieties, and chicken pot pie is one of the most popular options. Chances
are you made one at home and loved it, so lucky that such a popular fast food restaurant lets off the hook when it comes to cooking your favorite meal. There is nothing wrong with indulging every now and then - after all, who doesn't like the night when you take a takeaway and relax? One of the best takeaways is that portions are usually large, so you can
end up with two meals for the price of one. This is often the case with this KFC pot pie. The question, if you can call it that, with pot pies is that they don't tend to heat up well - at least not in the microwave. Pot pies come with stuffing, so it's only natural that when the object is warmed up, the outside tends to become raw and loses its flavor. You don't want
that to happen. This is why it is recommended to preheat the pot of cake in the oven, and when you do it right, you will be surprised that the taste is so similar to what you experienced right after buying a meal. However, when it comes to KFC pot pie, there is another reason why it absolutely cannot be heated in the microwave. This pie is sold in a foil pan.
This completely eliminates the use of the microwave if you want to keep it in your original container. You can of course try to move the pot of cake from the foil pan into the microwave of a safe dish, but you can eventually make a mess and ruin your cake in the process. That's why when it comes to warming up the KFC pot pie, there's only one surefire
method - the oven. How to warm up a KFC pot pie? Preheat the oven to 350 F, cover the dish with aluminum foil during the later part of the heating. Let it warm up for up to 20 minutes. This is a short answer - but if you want to really provide the best taste, we recommend you check out our in-depth guide to warming up the KFC pot pie the right way. In-Depth
Warm-up Guide to KFC Pot Pie You Know That Now You'll Bake to warm up your KFC pie pot, but we want to make sure you really know all the steps that will lead you to mouthwatering food. There is no reason why have to try worse than they originally - it's all about solid warm-up. Here's a step-by-step guide to warming up the KFC pot pie. Preheat the
oven to 350 F.We do not recommend moving the dish from the original container. However, if you want, be very careful and preferably use a spatula to scoop it up. You can place the container in another safe container oven (like this from Amazon) if you want. Start warming up without a lid on top of the dish. As soon as the crust starts to darken, cover the pie
with aluminum foil. Heat up to 20 minutes. If you want to, by the end of the heating process, you can sprinkle the cheddar on top of the pie pot. Enjoy delicious food! If you follow our T method, we can guarantee that you will be more than happy with how your KFC pie pot tastes. The texture will be preserved, you will be safe, and the taste will be contained
along with the nutrients, rather than be eradicated during the heating process. The bottom line is, no matter if you heat a KFC pie pot, shepherd's pie, or any other pie, the best way to do it is in the oven. We know that 20 minutes can seem like a long time when it comes to warming up leftovers. If you are usually used to heating up in the microwave, then this
will really feel like a slow process. However, aside from a microwave-unsuitable container, there are plenty of reasons not to warm up the KFC pie pot - and pot pies in general - in the microwave. The reasons why you shouldn't warm up a pot of pie in the microwave are you really have to resist the temptation of warming up the pot pies in the microwave. Here
are a few reasons why. A microwave oven can make the crust wet. You may end up with a pot of cake that is warm outside but cold on the inside. The stuffing can fall out and make a mess. The crust will be sticky, as opposed to crispy. In the case of the KFC pie pot, it comes in a foil pan, making it completely unsuitable for the microwave. Please don't warm
it up that way. Now that you know how to warm up a pot pie, you may still be surprised by another aspect: how do you properly store it? How long can you keep it? We take care of your health and your enjoyment of food, so we got you covered there too. In general, it is worth noting that fast food is not very well stored. While some fast food joints provide a
meal that can last literally for years, it doesn't mean they taste very good after a day or two. If possible, once you buy your KFC pot pie, you should aim to eat it within the next day or two. So it will still taste great when heated - as good as it was on the first day. Pot pies can be But since the KFC pot pie is already cooked, you can't be satisfied with the results.
The crust may be wet or dry. You can still give it a shot, but ideally, you want to warm up the pie pot the next day without keeping it in the freezer. If you ever make a pot pie from scratch, you can safely freeze it as long as the crust is raw. This will allow you to save and try. Alternatively, you can freeze the unformed crust and fill it separately, which is probably
the best option when it comes to freezing pot pies. How to save KFC Pot pie If you find yourself with leftovers or even decide to buy an extra pot pie the next day, you can safely store it to eat for a few days. Here's how it's done. Wait until your pot pie cools completely. Cover it with foil or place it in an airtight container. You don't have to remove it from the foil
pan - we actually recommend you let it stay there. Place it in the fridge. For better taste, eat it for a maximum of 2 days. Related questions We hope our guide has answered most of your doubts when it comes to warming up your KFC pot pie. However, if you still find yourself with lingering questions, we are here to help. Can you warm up the KFC pot pie a
few times? Theoretically, you can. It is worth noting that every time you heat it, the taste may be a little less pronounced, and the bark may lose its crunchy quality. If you don't think you'll eat the whole portion, it's best to cut it and scoop out what you want to eat. Scoop with a spatula to minimize clutter. How to freeze the KFC pot pie? If you absolutely insist,
you can try to freeze your KFC pie pot. We recommend placing it in an airtight container (like my favorites from Amazon). Do this only after it has completely cooled down. Ideally, you should still eat your pot pie for a maximum of 1-2 weeks. Cooked crust does not store as well as raw crust. Makes.
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